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The possibility of baryogenesis at the electroweak phase transition is considered
within the context of a minimal supersymmetric standard model with spon-
taneous R-parity violation. Provided that at least one of the sneutrino elds
acquires a large enough vacuum expectation value, a sucient baryon asym-
metry can be created. Compared to R-parity conserving models the choice of







, can be explained by this scenario and the produced











One of the major open questions in theoretical particle physics is to explain the
observed baryon asymmetry of the universe. The well-known Sakharov conditions
for baryogenesis, namely T, B, C and CP -violation [1], can be fullled in the early
universe during a phase transition for suitable models of particle physics. In particular,
it has been shown that the Standard Model (SM) includes all the requirements for
electroweak baryogenesis [2]. However, the electroweak phase transition is too weakly
rst order to preserve the generated baryon asymmetry in the SM [3]. Furthermore,
the CP-violation due to the phase of the Cobayashi-Maskawa -matrix is too small
for a sucient generation of baryons [4]. The realization of electroweak baryogenesis
therefore requires physics beyond the SM.
The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model(MSSM) has appeared to be a
promising candidate for the explanation of the origin of the observed baryon asymme-
try in the universe. It has been shown that with an appropriate choice of parameters






, could have been created at the elec-
troweak phase transition [5, 6]. The necessary choice of parameters involves, however,





of one of the soft supersymmetry breaking parameters , has been constrained even
more in a more recent analysis of the bubble wall prole [7]. It is therefore useful and
interesting to expand the idea of electroweak baryogenesis to less constrained super-
symmetric models. In this paper we shall consider the creation of baryon asymmetry
in the context of a model where R-parity is spontaneously violated [8].
The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) assumes the conservation
of a discrete symmetry, R-parity [9, 10]. R-parity is related to the spin (S), total




so that all the
standard model particles have an even R-parity whereas their supersymmetric partners
have an odd R-parity. There is, however, no a priori reason to expect that R-parity is
conserved. Therefore it can be a spontaneously or even explicitly broken symmetry. A
model that spontaneously violates R-parity proposed in ref. [11] has a superpotential
























































+ h:c: ; (1)
which conserves both total lepton number and R-parity (hat denotes a supereld).










 U(1) -singlets and carry conserved lepton
numbers (0; 1; 1) respectively.









term. Using standard methods [9], one

































and R, L are the chirality projection operators.











The Higgsino current (4) is associated with a triangle diagram where Higgsinos interact
with electron-like leptons, similar to the diagram in ref. [6]. The CP-violating source
















>. It is worth noting that a non-vanishing source requires only
that one of the sneutrino elds acquires a vev. This is due to a complex vev so
that two degrees of freedom are present. In a spontaneously R-parity breaking model
















>. However, spontaneous R-parity breaking generates a majoron that are













[11]. This is easily achieved for v
R
= O(1 TeV) provided that
v
L
 O(100 MeV). For generality we consider here the case where all left- and right
handed sneutrinos have a non-zero vev. In numerical estimations we make the usual
assumption that only v
R3
is large.
If one chooses interactions similar to ref. [6] where both left- and right-handed elec-













j, can give a much larger contribution.
The scenario considered here sets some limitation to the hierarchy of the elec-
troweak phase transition, namely that the higgsino and sneutrino eld(s) acquire their
respective vev's simultaneously. Otherwise sphaleron transitions wash out the previ-
ously created baryon asymmetry.
The CP-violating source may now be computed using CTP-formalism as described


































Similarly for the other component 
>
CP
. High temperature corrections change the
dispersion relation of charginos and neutralinos [13]. The spectral function of Higgsinos




































































(T )  jj
2





































































































































The possibility of complex Yukawa coupling constants, h
e
, deserves further discussion.
The h
e
matrix clearly has 18 degrees of freedom i.e. 9 complex phases are present.
From (5) we note that 7 of the complex phases may be set zero by redening the
sneutrino, higgsino and electron-like lepton elds. Generally we then have two complex
phases left. For simplicity, we shall from now on assume that all Yukawa coupling
constants are real i.e. h
eij
2 IR; i; j = 1; 2; 3. However, the sneutrino vev's may be














(X) 2 IR. Function f
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second term is of a new form, which exists due to the non-vanishing complex phases
of the sneutrino vev's.



















































































































































































































The damping rate of Higgsinos and electron-like leptons is dominated by weak inter-






 0:05 T [6].
We shall now review the basic ingredients of electroweak baryogenesis as presented


















) is a numerical coecient depending on the degrees of freedom,

D the





T ( = 1) [14] the weak sphaleron rate and v
w
the












is the eective number of the relativistic degrees of freedom. A was shown





































D) and the wall was dened to begin at u = 0,
where u denotes the co-moving coordinate u = z + v
w
t and the wall is assumed to
move in the direction of the positive z-axis. (f(k
i
) is a coecient depending on the
number of degrees of freedom present in thermal path and related to the denition of
the eective source [6, 15].) In the notation of the current paper and after performing
4
a partial integration (assuming the CP-source vanishes at u = 0 and u ! 1) the


































































In comparison, in the paper by Carena et al. [6] the coecient A is related to the
























































's are the real parts of the neutral
components of the Higgs doublets. In the paper by Riotto [12], the CP-violating source
associated with the charginos was considered and in that case I
2














































integrals for the winos and the bino similar to (15).




























































































In [6] the wall shape was assumed to take a simple sinusoidal form where the eld













)] + v(u  L
w
) (24)



























)), calculated at the tempera-
ture where the curvature of the one-loop eective potential vanishes at the origin. (It is
thus the angle between the at direction and vacuum direction.) We shall assume that
both the modulus and the phase of the sneutrino vev's have a similar sinusoidal form














































































































>. Here it is assumed that the phases of sneutrino elds acquire their
vev's sinusoidally from < 
i







cannot be solved analytically.
However, before numerical analysis, some special cases are worth a further study. Let













Now, if  
ik




clearly vanish and we are left with an expression similar to





































is the angle between the at and the vacuum direction at the origin. If,
on the other hand,  
ik
(X) = 0 i.e. all sneutrino elds acquire the vev of their phases



















































> (all phases have the same vev). Clearly since B
2
is the only positive











minimum value. However, the overall sign of I
1
is not signicant so that we are only








have opposite signs, one of
them give the maximum value of jI
1




is greater in magnitude than I
+
1






To compare the magnitude of the CP-violating source considered in the present
paper with previous results, numerical estimates are in order. In choosing parameters
we shall follow closely ref. [6]. The bubble wall width is chosen to be L = 25=T (our
results are quite insensitive to the exact choice of the bubble wall width).
6
















at dierent phase transition temperatures.
First we shall consider (22). We choose M
2
 jj  M
1











to give us an estimate of the eect of the CP-violating source. With these
values sin 








can numerically be shown





. Estimating v = 246 GeV and   0:015 [6] we nally arrive at an
estimate I
2
 300. Recent calculations using a more realistic bubble wall shape have
lead to an additional suppression factor of  0:3 [7]. This eect is ignored here since
the analytical approximation is used in both cases.
Similarly we can now estimate (23). Choosing L
w










are shown in g. 1. The values

















about  2. From the gure it is clear that there exists a resonance at value   T .
However, this resonance is not as pronounced as in ref. [6].
Numerical examinations show that the integral in B
2
is approximately linear in  
ik
and we may estimate it with  0:18 
ik
(no signicant T dependence). Furthermore the
integral in B
3
is approximately constant and we may take it to be  0:05. Substituting
















































Here we have several unknown parameters. To estimate the numerical value of (30),












 0 i.e. only the tau-sneutrino (we
7




































If we now choose v
3




and take a conservative estimate
for 
ij





, which is signicantly greater





0:01. The values of the dierent
contributions are in this case I
+
1



















is still large enough to explain the origin of the
baryon asymmetry of the universe (even when accounting for the extra suppression
factor due to a more realistic bubble wall prole).
We can now easily estimate the possible baryon to entropy ratio resulting from the
spontaneously R-parity violating model. In [6] it was estimated that with the same










can easily be  10
2
the baryon asymmetry created within the context of the scenario considered here can
be as high as  10
 9






, is accessible with a non-
restrictive choice of parameters.
In the present paper we have estimated the contribution to CP-violation in the
bubble wall at the electroweak phase transition arising from the terms present in min-
imally supersymmetric spontaneously R-parity violating models. It has been shown
that the amount of CP-violation due to the higgsino-lepton -interaction can quite
easily be larger than the contribution due to the higgsino-gaugino -interaction by a
factor of 10
2
. This contribution is due to the possible existence of a large (complex)
sneutrino vev and a Yukawa coupling constant of order O(10
 1
). It is notable that
this result is not dependent on the soft supersymmetry breaking parameters M
1;2
and
furthermore allows freedom in the choice of the value of -parameter which may also
be chosen real. Also the phase transition temperature dependence is quite weak so it
can be concluded that this mechanism allows for the creation of baryon asymmetry at
the electroweak phase transition with quite a exible choice of parameters. However,
it should also be noted that there are several sources of uncertainty present due to the
approximate nature of the chosen bubble wall prole and how higher corrections to
the CP-violating source behave. Furthermore, the weak sphaleron rate is under dis-
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